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Early last century witnessed both the complete classification of 2-dimensional man-
ifolds and a proof that classification of 4-dimensional manifolds is undecidable,
setting up 3-dimensional manifolds as a central battleground of topology to this
day. A rather important subset of the 3-manifolds has turned out to be the knotspaces,
the manifolds left when a thin tube around a knot in 3D space is excised. Given
a knot diagram it would be desirable to provide as compact a description of its
knotspace as feasible; hitherto this has been done by computationally tessellating
the knotspace of a given knot into polyhedral complexes using ad hoc methods of
uncontrolled computational complexity. Here we present an extremely compact
representation of the knotspace obtainable directly from a knot diagram; more
technically, an explicit, geometrically-inspired polygonal tessellation of a defor-
mation retract of the knotspace of arbitrary knots and links. Our template can be
constructed directly from a planar presentation of the knot with C crossings using
at most 12C polygons bounded by 64C edges, in time O(C). We show the utility
of our template by deriving a novel presentation of the fundamental group, from
which we motivate a measure of complexity of the knot diagram.
Keywords: knot theory — medial set — knot complexity — computational knot theory —
knotspace deconstruction — knot group
Few branches of mathematics exemplify as well as the theory of knots the tran-
sition from charming pastime to cornerstone importance in entire fields of both the
pure and applied domains. The realisation that the knotspaces are a central sub-
set for the classification of 3-manifolds gave knot theory a permanent and central
place in topology [1]. The development of knot polynomials tied knot theory to
quantum field theories in mathematical physics [2] and statistical mechanics [3],
and knot theory rapidly became of interest in the theory of polymers [4] and even
in wavefront optics [5, 6]. This applied impetus stimulated, in addition to true
topological invariants, a lot of activity in variational characteristics, for example
the rope length problem [7]. The discovery that the DNA of living cells becomes
entangled, and that life has evolved enzymes, called topoisomerases, charged with
managing the topology of their DNA [8] gave an applied and urgent impetus in
a completely unforeseen area: one of the most important classes of antibiotics to-
day, the gyrase inhibitors, act by tampering with bacterial enzymes (gyrases) which
control the topology of bacterial DNA.
Given this interest, the computational complexity of knot theory has lagged de-
velopment. Haken conceived an algorithm that would classify all knotspaces by
cutting them along special surfaces, called incompressible, preserving special mark-
ings that would permit their re-gluing [9], a tour-de-force program advanced by
Hemion [10] and further [11, 12, 13, 14]. The extant proof shows the algorithm
terminates in finite time; it has no proven running time, and in fact as far as we
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are aware has never been fully implemented. As an example, the unknot recogni-
tion problem seeks to deduce, from a planar presentation of a knot, whether it
is genuinely knotted or merely a convoluted presentation of the unknot. The pre-
cise complexity status of this problem is still unsettled; use of the invariant knot
polynomials does not avail, as they do not guarantee that no knot has nontrivial
polynomial and run in exponential time anyway. A polynomial-time algorithm
has been claimed using a reduction to braids [15]. The theory being thus unset-
tled, it is unsurprising that the current state of the art in computational analysis of
a knot- or linkspace is complicated and ad hoc [3, 16], leading to issues in generality
and scaleability of these analyses.
We introduce as a solution to these issues a geometrically derived, algorith-
mically simple, systematic deconstruction, or “template,” of a knot- or linkspace.
Our template is homotopic to the medial set of the knot, a set of 2D surfaces in 3D
which, in a sense, separate the knot from itself. We shall prove this medial set to
be a deformation retract of the knotspace. Our template is an explicit computation
of this medial set from the customary planar presentation of the knot or “knot
diagram”, by assuming the “depth” of the figure to be much smaller than its lat-
eral dimensions, and permitting minimal inessential deformations of the surface
to smooth it onto extrinsically-curved polygons. While this construction is virtu-
ally a pencil-and-paper one, it is well-suited for algorithmic implementation and
runs extremely efficiently.
We use our template to derive a novel presentation of the fundamental group
of the knot, and then use it to define a measure of complexity of the presenta-
tion. The fundamental group of the knotspace is the group of closed loops in the
knotspace starting and ending at a chosen base point (the choice is immaterial). A
classical construction, the Wirtinger presentation of the fundamental group [17], is
derived directly from the knot diagram by dividing the drawing of the knot dia-
gram into strands, which are considered to terminate whenever they pass under
another strand in the knot diagram. This group presentation has as many genera-
tors as strands, i.e. C generators, and C relationships having exactly 4 letters each.
At least 1 relationship has to be dependent on the others, as the simplest possible
fundamental group that can be associated to a knotspace is the free group on a
single generator (in the case of an unknot).
As we shall show, an application of the van Kampen theorem allows us to use
our template to derive a presentation of the fundamental group that is, to some
extent, a two-sided version of Wirtinger. Our presentation has 2C generators (or,
‘letters’) with 2C relationships. However, the number of letters in each relation-
ship varies, with an average taken over the set of 2C of between 3 and 4 letters.
When a relationship has a single letter, it has the form g = 1, and the correspond-
ing generator immediately cancels. When a relationship has two letters, it either
has the form g = h or g = h−1. In either case, one generator may be used to replace
the other and again a generator vanishes from the algebra. Computationally the
worst possible scenario is thus when all relationships have exactly 3 or 4 letters,
satisfying the average without giving rise to simple cancellations or replacements:
this happens only when the knot is alternating. We shall show below that we can
define a measurement of the presentation complexity by taking the geometric mean of
the relationship lengths–when this geometric mean is low, then the spread in pre-
sentation lengths gives rise to a number of short relations that cause the presenta-
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tion to simplify. The presentation complexity is therefore maximal for alternating
presentations.
Furthermore our use of van Kampen will show that our presentation of the fun-
damental group is flexibly determined by the details of a pair of quotient graphs,
and the way that the generators for those quotient graphs’ simpler fundamental
groups sit inside the algebra of the medial graph’s fundamental group. This flexi-
bility allows for the generation of a spectrum of equivalent algebraic relations and
may thus aid in simplification and identification algorithms.
We provide for the general reader a brief practical summary of our procedure
and the multiply branched surface that results from it in Box 1, and the group
presentation in Box 2, complete with worked examples. In the remaining body
of the paper, we delve deeper into the motivations, derivations, examples, and
implications that accompany the template.
Construction of the template
The fundamental conceit of this paper is to consider a geometrically-informed de-
formation retract of the knot space that allows for a complete collapse onto a set of
joined surfaces which we call the knotspace template or simply, the template. Since
deformation retracts preserve the homotopy of paths [18], the fundamental group
in particular will be a topological invariant of this transformation. On the other
hand, homological spectra, relying as they do on cell-complex constructions, will
not be preserved under the dimensional collapse, and as a result the template
will not be strictly sensitive to some popular knot invariants that require them,
such as Floer Homology [19, 20]. However, a simple “re-inflation” of the polygons
of the template into thin rectangular prisms restores the missing dimension in a
topology-preserving way and homology may proceed from there.
We shall proceed through the following stages. First, we will show that the
medial set of the knot, which can be evaluated through Voronoi procedures, is
a proper deformation retract. Second, we shall specialize the construction to a
quasi-two-dimensional case, in which we examine a knot diagram having an in-
finitesimal depth: we shall show that away from the crossings, the medial set co-
incides with the medial set of the perfectly flat knot graph, and then show that in a
small neighborhood of the crossings the medial set is a saddle-like surface cradling
the strands, which we can deform into a polygonal saddle. Putting everything to-
gether requires a few extra surfaces to compactify the construction, in the shape of
an outer ring and a top and a bottom lid.
Voronoi tilings and the medial set
In order to specify the specific deformation retract onto the template we must be
able to prescribe a flow from every point of the knot space to a (possibly branched
and faceted) surface immersed in it. This surface will be the deformation retract.
Voronoi tilings of spaces, a well-worn tool familiar in statistical mechanics
[21, 22] and the mathematics of packings [23], offers a conceptual way forward.
Imagine that the knotted curve whose knotspace we wish to deformation retract
is replaced by an evenly spaced set of points. Note that the Voronoi tiling asso-
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BOX 1: Summary of templating algorithm with the trefoil as example
We start from an almost flat presentation of the knot in
the x-y plane (red); it will have some given number of
crossings C, of which E lie at its exterior boundary and
C − E lie inside (Here C = 3, E = 3). We then construct
the bounded medial graph (pale green) of the knot., made
by placing an outer bounding circle on the medial graph,
on which the unbounded segments of the medial graph
terminate. The medial graph itself is simply the pruned
deformation retract of an almost flat knot diagram where
the crossings have been replaced by four-fold vertices in
the plane.
Step 1: Medial walls. We exclude from the bounded me-
dial graph small neighbourhoods around the knot cross-
ings, and “extrude” vertical walls out of the remainder.
Every wall at this stage is topologically a rectangle, which
may be curved in the (x, y) plane but straight vertically.
Each facet F of the knot diagram contains a star-like ar-
rangement of as many walls as crossings around the facet
(the central facet here has three walls impinging), unless
the number of crossings is 2, in which case the two seg-
ments can be collapsed into a single segment (the three
outer facets have a single curved wall each). There are
4C − T internal medial walls, where T is the number of
two-sided facets of the knot diagram, plus E walls into
which the outer ring is subdivided wherever the outer
medial walls impinge upon it.
Step 2: Saddles. A 5-rectangle “saddle”, formed from a
central square with four rectangles attached to each edge,
is fitted into each knot crossing. The square lies in the
plane of the knot, “in” the crossing, with each vertex over
a point of the medial graph. The long rectangles are folded
perpendicular to this plane, alternating up and down,
so that the saddle “cradles” the crossing knot segments.
There are evidently 5C rectangles involved.
Step 3: Lids. Top and bottom circular “lids” are placed
to close the construct, i.e. two disks. The top and bottom
lids are subdivided into facets where the medial walls and
the saddles impinge on them; we call these intersections
the upper and lower graphs, outlined above in light green.
This step adds a total of 2C facets, each having an aver-
age of 11 edges. This completes our construction. Collect-
ing facet counts from each section of the template yields
at most 11C+E, allowing for simple “bend” curvature of
some of the faces, of which 9C + E are four-sided, while
2C are on average 11-sided. This collection of polygons
together with the information of how they impinge upon
one another contains all the topological information of the
knotspace, as a minimal, infinitesimal thickening of each
polygon into thin polyhedra recovers a complete polyhe-
dral decomposition of the knotspace.
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ciated with these points will consist of two distinct classes of region boundaries
– those arising from adjacent points along the path of the knot and those arising
from non-adjacent points. Clearly the boundaries arising from adjacent points do
not include information inherent to the knotted curve – as they are generated lo-
cally – and may be discarded. The remaining boundaries comprise a nascent form
of the template. Unfortunately, choosing the correct boundaries is algorithmically
difficult and indeed, the status of the mapping as a deformation retract is cast into
question if there are several extraneous target surfaces that must be ignored. What
is to be done?
Happily, there is a generalization of the Voronoi procedure to higher dimen-
sional objects that obviates the need to reduce the knot to a set of points in the first
place. The medial set of geometric analysis [24] or the spine of manifold recog-
nition algorithms [14] is this generalization. Such a set is defined in an ambient
space of dimension n + 1 as the locus of n-ball centers for the set of n-balls that
are tangent to the hypersurface of interest – the knot in our case – in at least two
distinct places and do not otherwise internally intersect it. For complicated curves,
the medial set may develop many small spikes and protrusions, but these do not
change the topological character of the retract and may be safely pruned.
Certainly in the case of distinct points, the procedure for generating the me-
dial set recapitulates the Voronoi boundaries, as multiple tangencies ensures the
n-ball center is between Voronoi regions and the condition against internal inter-
section ensures that there is no other closer point’s Voronoi region to which the
n-ball center should belong. The specification of the deformation retract map from
a closed curve to a surface is straightforward: any point that lies anywhere along a
radius associated with a point of multiple tangency is mapped to the center of the
corresponding sphere. All other points are mapped to the surface at infinity. This
map is well-defined as a point cannot lie on multiple such radii and continuous
as the family of multiply tangent balls can be continuously traversed by inflation
or “rolling” on the curve. The requirement that points already in the image are
stationary is satisfied by construction.
(a) The bounded medial graph
A knot or link diagram consists of a planar projection of the knot or link, in which the
choice of overpass/underpass is shown diagrammatically as a continuous over-
pass and an interrupted underpass strand, creating the illusion of an occlusion in
3D. Abstractly, the knot diagram is therefore a planar graph of connectivity four,
equipped with a (Boolean) choice of overpassing strand at each vertex. (Techni-
cally, it is often a multigraph, meaning that two nodes may be connected by mul-
tiple strands). The number of components in the link or knot is given by the 4-fold
graph regardless of the choices of overpass. Evidently there are infinitely many
knot diagrams for each knot.
The medial graph of the knot diagram is constructed as a graph abstraction
of the pruned medial set; after inessential pruning and simplification it can be
cast into the specific form we shall henceforth use, illustrated for the figure eight
knot in Figure 1. The medial graph is a bipartite planar graph; the vertices of one
partition are 4-fold vertices identified 1-to-1 with the original vertices of the knot
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Figure 1. The construction of the bounded medial graph, illustrated for the figure eight knot.
Left, the knot’s diagram is projected onto a planar graph of connectivity four, its fourfold
vertices highlighted in dark blue. Dual vertices (our “stars”, shown in red) are added for
every facet of the original graph. The outer unbounded facet gets a vertex which is here
shown unraveled as a surrounding red circle. Center, the blue fourfolds are connected to
the red stars whenever the facet of the original graph has that fourfold as vertex, shown in
green. This is the full bounded medial graph: a bipartite graph, one of whose partitions are
the original fourfold vertices, the other partition corresponding to the facets. Each facet of
the medial graph contains a piece of a knot strand. Right, the medial graph by itself.
diagram, referred henceforth as the fourfolds. The four edges emanating from these
vertices are not identified with the knot strands but rather with the quadrants
between them, and hence appear at 45◦ from the original edges. The second set of
vertices corresponds 1-1 with the facets of the original knot diagram; if the facet is
a p-sided polygon then the corresponding vertex is a p-fold star, and each of its p
edges connects with each of the p four-fold vertices surrounding the facet. We call
the members of this second partition the stars.
Therefore the fourfolds of the medial graph correspond to the original four-
folds of the knot diagram, the stars correspond to the facets of the knot diagram,
and the facets of the medial graph correspond to the links (or strand segments)
of the knot diagram. It necessarily follows that each link of the medial graph, be-
ing the boundary between two facets, corresponds to a way to separate two knot
strands from each other.
The fourfolds that lie on the outer boundary of the diagram have one edge
emanating towards the outside, in principle to infinity. We compactify the dia-
gram by surrounding it with a circle representing a star at infinity, on which these
outer unbounded edges now terminate. We will depict the star representing the
unbounded outer facet of the knot diagram not as a point but by unraveling it as a
circle, though we keep in mind it is a vertex to fully preserve the bipartite structure
of the medial graph.
In principle it is possible to prune this construction further in the case of facets
bounded by 1 or 2 edges; in the first case the vertex of connectivity 1 and its edge
can be removed; in the second case, the edge of connectivity 2 can be removed
and the edges impinging on it merged. However, this further pruning destroys
the bipartite structure of the medial graph.
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Not every bipartite planar graph, one of whose partitions consists exclusively
of 4-fold vertices, is a valid medial graph of a knot or link diagram. A necessary
and sufficient condition is that every facet of the bipartite graph be 4-sided. It is
necessary because the construction of the medial graph makes them so: since ev-
ery strand segment corresponds to a facet, and strand segments terminate in two
fourfolds, facets naturally have two fourfolds and two stars as their boundary ver-
tices. It is sufficient because when a facet is 4-sided, by the alternating property it
necessarily has two fourfolds. Connecting those fourfolds gives back the knot dia-
gram. (We have glossed over the inconvenient if irrelevant case of a fourfold con-
nected to itself in the knot diagram, removable by a simple Reidemeister move).
Therefore, the set of all valid medial graphs can be expressed in closed form as a
bipartite planar graph, one of whose partitions consists of fourfold vertices, and
whose facets are all four sided.
Using both the medial graph and the overpass choices of the knot diagram, we
can define two graphs called the upper and lower graphs. Their vertices are the stars
of the medial graph; their edges are created by removing the fourfolds, connecting
together the edges impinging on the fourfold in the usual manner employed in
skein diagrams; more specifically, the two pairs of adjacent edges associated with
the underpass are connected for the upper graph, and the pairs associated with the
overpass are connected for the lower graph. These two graphs will appear naturally
as an important part of our template; as shown in Box 1, Step 3 these graphs trace
the intersection of the template with the top and bottom lids.
Knot crossings and saddles
The medial set of a quasi-flat knot coincides, away from the crossings, with
the medial set of the flat knot graph; it is therefore a set of surfaces erected per-
pendicularly to the medial graph. The medial graph contains by construction no
information about overcross/undercross choice. But in a small neighborhood of
every crossing we need to consider the full impact of the strands in 3D and the
choice of overpass. From the previous discussion we may expect that whatever
happens with the medial set at these crossings must affect a “hooking together” of
the medial-set planes that result from the knot regions far from a crossing. We shall
now show that the medial set in a neighborhood of a crossing is simply a saddle,
which indeed hooks together the pieces of surface already erected and contains
the topological information relevant to encoding the overpass/underpass choice
at every crossing.
Let us model such a crossing as a pair of skew lines separated at their closest
passing by a small distance, δ. In such a scenario, one may find the medial set by
imagining a pair of cylindrical sheathes with arbitrarily small radius centered, re-
spectively, on each of the skew lines. These sheathes’ radii are then continuously
inflated at the same rate and the locus of points over which the two sheathes inter-
sect is the medial set. The resulting surface is a hyperboloid that cradles the pair
of generating skew lines (Fig. 2). Note that far from the crossing along a direction
in the thin plane containing the lines, this surface twists around to form a set of
four vertical half-planes at an angle of pi/4 to the crossed lines. These half-planes
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Figure 2. The generation of the medial set near a crossing in a quasi-planar knot diagram
(left) and subsequent tesselation into simple rectangular pieces (right, see also Box 1). The
initial smooth surface is locally a hyperboloid.
may then seamlessly connect to the polygonally-generated branches of the medial
set discussed above, as required. Meanwhile, very far from the crossing in the di-
rection normal to the thin plane containing the lines the surface manifests as two
separate vertical sheets folded through an angle of pi/2 over a distance compara-
ble to δ. These folded sheets are closest to one another at their respective folds,
and are separated by a distance, again, comparable to δ. Which pairing of the four
half-planes that are connected by a fold switches above and below the plane of the
crossing, correlating with which of the two perpendicular cylinders is farther from
the midpoint of the crossing.
Examples of the template
Given a quasi-planar presentation of a knot or unknot the template will always be
composed of four distinct regions, examples of which are presented in Box 1. The
first of these, above the plane of the quasi-planar presentation, consists of vertical
sheets in the manner of the planar curves with four-fold junctions discussed pre-
viously. In this case, however, the sheets do not emanate symmetrically from the
junction (now knot crossing) – rather, each pair of sheets on the same side of the
upper section of the knot crossing are smoothly joined together and the pairs of
sheets across opposite sides of the upper section of the knot crossing are not con-
nected at all. The second region of the template is similar to the first, but below the
plane of the presentation. Now the vertical sheets are connected in the opposite
manner, with the pairs on the same side of the lower section of the knot crossing
smoothly joined together and the pairs separated by the lower curve not connected
Article submitted to Royal Society
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f )
upper lower upper lower
Figure 3. Several examples of the template for different knots, presentations of the unknot,
or links. Each example is depicted as two slices parallel to the plane of the knot diagram,
one through the upper region of the template, the other through the lower region. (a) The
trefoil knot. (b) A trefoil-like presentation of the unknot. (c) The figure eight knot. (d) A
figure-eight-like presentation of the unknot. (e) The Hopf link. (f) The Borromean Rings.
at all. The third region of the template is the region containing the neighborhood
of the plane of the quasi-planar presentation – where the vertical sheets of the first
two regions must be joined together. Again, away from the knot crossings in this
region the template is simply the vertical sheets of the medial sets, as it was in the
previous regions. However, near the knot crossings, the template is saddle shaped,
as depicted in Fig. 2. By adopting this shape, the template both correctly captures
the region between the crossed strands of the knot and connects to the sheets both
above and below the plane of the knot diagram in a way that is consistent with
the way the vertical sheets connect or do not connect in the first two regions of the
template. Finally, the fourth region of the template is the surface at infinity, which
may be imagined to be a sphere, or, more usefully, a cylinder or hat box. Where
the sheets of the first two regions of the template meet the surface at infinity there
is a triple junction.
In addition to the template of the trefoil as shown in Box 1, many other simple
examples are easy to produce, such as a trefoil-like unknot, the figure eight knot,
a figure-eight-like unknot, and even links, such as the Hopf link or the Borromean
Rings (Fig. 3)
The fundamental group
We now demonstrate that the template provides a useful route to calculating topo-
logical information. The fundamental group of the knot space, pi1(K), is an ob-
vious candidate for investigation, as the deformation retract procedure that col-
lapsed the knot space explicitly preserves homotopies. Though pi1(K) is a useful
topological invariant, it alone cannot fully differentiate knots, as, for example, the
knot sum of a square knot and a granny knot has the same fundamental group
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as the knot sum of a square knot and the mirror of the granny knot, despite these
two knot sums producing distinct knots. On the other hand, pi1(K) does distin-
guish prime knots [25], and in particular, will distinguish the unknot from a knot.
In order to proceed we must separate the template into more manageable chunks.
The venerable van Kampen theorem [18] is the appropriate tool for this job, relat-
ing the fundamental groups of two open sets whose intersection is connected and
whose union is the space of interest.
We settle on three open covering sets (Fig. 4) – the upper cap set, CU , covering
the top cylindrical cap and all the surface at infinity and vertical planes extending
down from the cap almost, but not all the way, to the plane of the knot; the lower
cap set, CL, covering the bottom cylindrical cap and all the surface at infinity and
vertical planes extending up from the cap almost to the plane of the knot; the
mid-band, B encompassing the plane of the knot and all the saddle cross-overs
and a section of the vertical planes and surface at infinity extending both up and
down, but not reaching the cylindrical caps. For such a choice of covering sets, the
intersections are well characterized – in fact, we have already done so – CU ∩B is a
set of vertical planes, open on both vertical ends, whose horizontal cross section is
the “upper” slice of Fig. 3. Likewise, B ∩ CL is a set of open-ended vertical planes
with horizontal cross section given by the “lower” slice of Fig. 3.
We must also make a choice about the pairwise ordering of the sets to be ad-
dressed: we will first calculate pi1(CU ∪B) and then pi1((CU ∪B) ∪ CL). Hence:
pi1(K) ∼= pi1(template) ∼= pi1(CU ∪B) ∗ pi1(CL)/[·] (0.1)
pi1(CU ∪B) ∼= pi1(CU ) ∗ pi1(B)/[·]. (0.2)
where [·] here is [iFG(ω)iGF (ω)−1] for iFG : pi1(F ∩ G) → pi1(F ) the map induced
by the inclusion F ∩ G ⊂ F and F,G the two covering sets under that particular
application of van Kampen. The square brackets denote conjugacy under homo-
topy.
We may leverage the same deformation retract procedure that produced the
template to make drastic simplifications of the covering sets under consideration.
First, note that the two capping sets, CU and CL may be retracted all the way
down to a single point, as the vertical sheets may be smoothly retracted back into
the cap, and once the cap is all that remains it may be retracted to a point as well.
Therefore, we have triviality of the associated fundamental groups:
pi1(CU ) ∼= pi1(CL) ∼= 1. (0.3)
Furthermore, the intersection bands are more than just characterized by the slices
of Fig. 3 – they deformation retract onto them as well. Since those slices are graphs,
we immediately have:
pi1(CU ∩B) ∼= Z ∗ · · · ∗ Z (0.4)
pi1(B ∩ CL) ∼= Z ∗ · · · ∗ Z (0.5)
where the number of copies of Z in each fundamental group is given by the num-
ber of independent loops in the associated graph [18]. We refer to these graphs as
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the upper and lower graphs, respectively. Since these graphs differ only by the con-
nections over/under the knot crossings, the number of these independent loops
will be the same for each, and thus pi1(CU ∩B) ∼= pi1(B ∩ CL).
Finally, the mid-band set that contains the saddle surfaces that accommodate
all of the knot crossings may also be deformation retracted back onto a graph. In
this case, the full B begins with sections of vertical planes above and below that
match onto the ones ofCU andCL respectively, but these sets of planes “twist” into
one another through the saddle-populated mid-plane of the set. In the same way
that an “X” shape is a limiting case of hyperbolae, pulling the vertical planes back
toward the mid-plane from above and below ultimately leaves a solid connection,
shaped like an “X”, at each knot crossing. B is thus homotopic to the bounded
medial graph of Box 1 and:
pi1(B) ∼= Z ∗ · · · ∗ Z (0.6)
where now there are twice as many copies of Z as in the case of the intersections,
since one may view the creation of the solid connection between all four branches
at a knot crossing as splitting every loop in either of the graphs associated with
the intersections in two.
What are the implications of these simplifications for the inclusion-induced
maps needed to form the quotient space? Some of the sets involved in these in-
ductions have now been shown to have trivial fundamental groups, and there-
fore some of the associated iABs will be trivial as well. For example, for iCUB :
pi1(CU ∩B)→ pi1(CU ) ∼= 1, all elements must be mapped to the identity, since that
is all that exists in the trivial target group. iCUB(ω) and iCLB(ω) are hence both
homotopic to the null path and in the conjugacy class of the identity.
With these reductions in hand we may now re-examine Eqs. 0.1 and 0.2:
pi1(K) ∼= pi1(template) ∼= pi1(CU ∪B)/[iBCL(ω)] (0.7)
pi1(CU ∪B) ∼= pi1(B)/[iBCU (ω)]. (0.8)
or, in other words, pi1(K) is isomorphic to the free group of 2n copies of Z mod-
ulo the generators of the free groups associated with each of the two intersection
regions, where n is the number of generators for each of the intersection regions’
(free) fundamental groups. Example calculations for pi1(K) for the trefoil knot and
a trefoil-like presentation of the unknot are given in Box 2.
These example calculations for the group presentation have an evident dis-
similarity in the spread of the length of each relation. While the average number
of symbols in all presentations remains the same (18), and therefore the average
word length is constant, the unknot has much bigger variance, from which the
likelihood of having relations of length 1 that simplify immediately is larger. The
chances that a randomly presented group will unravel like the presentation of the
unknot is related to the length of the presentations [26]; it follows from some deep
results of Gromov that this probability is governed by a logarithmically measured
density of the relations in the space of all words [27]. In our case this implies that
we should measure not the algebraic mean of the word length, but the geometric
mean of word lengths. Evidently, for the trefoil this number is still 3, but for the
presentation of the unknot we obtain 12
1
3 = 2.289.... This motivates us to define
the presentation complexity of a knot as the geometric mean of the number of letters
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Box 2. Presentation of the fundamental group
Trefoil Unknot
ab
c
de
f
ab
c
de
f
Step 1: Generate a spanning tree of the medial
graph, indicated as bold lines in the figures
to the left. All edges of the medial graph not
in the spanning tree will be the generators of
the fundamental group of the medial graph:
orient them and label them. (In this figure we
shall orient everything counterclockwise)
a e b  = 1
b f c  = 1
c d a  = 1
-1
-1
-1
a = 1
b e  = 1
c d b f c a  = 1
-1
-1 -1
Step 2: Every facet in the upper graph gives
rise to a relation. Traverse each facet, and
record the generators you encounter, raised to
the −1 power if traversed in the opposite ori-
entation; equate the result to 1 to express that
the free group of the medial graph has been
divided by this loop in the upper graph.
a d b = 1
b e c = 1
c f a = 1
-1
-1
-1
b = 1
b c f a e c = 1
a d  = 1
-1 -1
-1
Step 3: Same for the lower graph. Notice that
both upper and lower graphs are different
in structure for the trefoil and the unknot.
The trefoils’ graphs have three-fold symme-
try, and the facets all overlay two facets of
the medial graph. The unknot’s graphs have a
great spread, from facets that occupy a single
medial facet, to a facet that sprawls around so
much as to self-abut.
aeb−1 = 1
bfc−1 = 1
cda−1 = 1
a−1db = 1
b−1ec = 1
c−1fa = 1
a = 1
b = 1
be−1 = 1
ad−1 = 1
cdbfc−1a−1 = 1
b−1c−1faec = 1
The relations tables are then simplified. Solv-
ing for d, e, and f in the lower three equations
for the trefoil and substituting into the top
three gives the same set of equations that the
Wirtinger Presentation method yields, from
which follows the group presentation for the
trefoil knot, < b, c | bcb = cbc >. For the un-
knot, a and b fall out of the group presenta-
tion immediately, rapidly followed by d and
e, leaving behind the relations cfc−1 = 1 and
c−1fc = 1, which hold the same algebraic
content, namely f = 1. Therefore the presen-
tation of the fundamental group in this case is
< c >, i.e. that pi1(K) ∼= Z as it should for the
unknot.
< b, c|bcb = cbc > < c > Final form
(333333)1/6 = 3 (112266)1/6 = 2.29 The complexity of the presentations, defined
as the geometric mean of the relation lengths.
The lower complexity for the unknot reflects
the fact that, despite having the same alge-
braic mean in relation length, the unknot has
much higher variance in length, leading to
two relations that simplify immediately and
cause a cascade of simplifications.
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Figure 4. The partitioning of the template – shown here for the trefoil knot – into
path-connected open sets amenable to application of the van Kampen Theorem.
in its group’s presentation as defined here. Because the convexity of the logarithm
implies that for a given algebraic mean the geometric mean is highest when there
is a minimal variance, the presentational complexity is highest for alternating pre-
sentations.
Discussion
We have shown that all the topological information carried by the knotspace, and
some interesting geometry besides can be condensed into a lower dimensional ob-
ject, the template. We derived a novel, geometric presentation of the fundamental
group based on the template. Conversely, the template gives us a fairly closed-
form fashion in which every knotspace can be represented: the template can be ex-
plicitly described as a set of polygons erected over the edges of the medial graph,
plus saddles (in one of two choices) on the four-fold vertices, and the medial graph
itself can be characterised in closed form as a bipartite planar graph with square
facets and a partition of four-fold vertices.
Owing to the geometric simplicity of the construction and the fact that the
number of polygons required is linear in C, we believe that our template is the
ideal tool for analyzing complicated, tangled, possibly knotted curves and links
that have begun to pique interest in multiple disciplines, from polymer science to
biophysics, such as linked and knotted DNA, to the study of photonic phase fields
and beyond. Meanwhile, on the purely knot-theoretic side of the ledger, that same
algorithmic simplicity and added geometric information, together with the results
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of several low-C trials provide hope for a possibly sub-exponential-time solution
to the unknotting problem.
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant ID 1058899,
and by the Simons Foundation.
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